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Puff!

Although these crocodiles' defenses were strong, this little crocodile was still too
small and was directly pierced by Xiao Mu's black lance from the little crocodile's abdomen, the
tip of the lance burst out from behind the little crocodile and the little crocodile was like a roasted

wing stuck on a bamboo stick!

Roar!

The little crocodile, who had only been knocked unconscious by Xiong Er, was
immediately forcibly awakened by the severe pain of the piercing body and let out a hissing roar.

"Roar!"

The several crocodiles roared like mad, their bloodshot eyes opened their fishy,
bloody mouths and rushed towards Xiao Mu like crazy, as for Bear Er, he was directly ignored by
the enraged crocodiles!

"Xiong Er, I'm telling you, you're an immortal! I'll kill you if I survive this
disaster, aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa!" Xiao Mu roared with rage, he thought that Xiong Er was going to

attack him, but he never thought that he would play with himself like this!



This crocodile was not dead, but he was killed by himself!

What a way to kill a crocodile!

Xiao Mu pulled out his spear and kicked the little crocodile towards Xiong Er,
while he himself ran for his life in a different direction, trying to use the little crocodile's corpse to
attract the attention of these big crocodiles.

However, these big crocodiles were very intelligent, and the little crocodile had

pierced its intestines, so it would not survive.

The big crocodiles didn't even care about the little crocodile's corpse and Xiong

Er.

Xiao Mu only felt a terrifying wind behind him, Xiao Mu was so frightened that he
didn't dare to turn back at all, and even his speed of escape exploded again under the threat of life
and death!

Boom!

However, he was still a step too slow, and was flung directly out by a divine

dragon swinging its tail by the fifteen-metre long big crocodile, Xiao Mu's whole body smashed
hard into the rocks of the canyon cliff, and was directly embedded in it.



As for Xiong Er, he had long since taken advantage of the chaos and slipped away
with the dead little crocodile in his arms.

"Hey, Lord Silver, this guy is definitely finished, he won't survive." This little
crocodile was not small, it was almost two meters long, so even if they shared it with Zhao Chen,
they could have shared several meals.

"It deserved to die." Lin Ruoshi clapped her hands, "Let's go, let's go back to
Auntie Ye Yu and the others, they should be worried."

As for Xiao Mu in the canyon, naturally no one bothered about it, Lin Ruoshi had
wanted to teach the other party a lesson, but from high up, she happened to see two humans, with
two large twenty-metre crocodiles coming this way.

One of those two people Lin Ruoshi knew, Xu Hongfeng of the Xu Family, who
Lin Ruoshi had seen last time she went to the Thunderstruck Upper Spiritual Domain, and the

other person was also holding a Thunder Meteor, seemingly sensing something, and was running
towards Xiao Mu.

Xiao Mu was probably not going to die.

Xiao Mu's miserable screams came from the canyon, covered in blood, there is
no way to resist, spirit beasts and humans in the same realm are stronger than humans, not to
mention that these crocodiles realm are higher than Xiao Mu, almost a moment's work to vomit
blood, want to resist can not resist.



"Roar, stop it all!"

"Stop! This is someone from our Giant Crocodile City!" Two heads of two? Pao Yi

Pao Wu Di Yi Lu Ai? Ten-meter-long large crocodiles rushed out, roaring in anger.

"People from Giant Crocodile City? This dog human killed my son, I'm going to

kill him, don't you stop us! Otherwise our tribe may not see to be afraid of you!" Those few
crocodiles that were surrounding Xiao Mu were not the least bit abashed.

The crocodiles on both sides were hissing continuously and communicating with
each other.

The two father and son, Xu Buwei and Xu Hongfeng, took advantage of these
crocodiles confronting each other and hurriedly ran over to drag Xiao Mu, who was covered in

wounds and spitting blood, away.

Xiao Mu opened his eyes weakly, and when he saw Xu Buwei and his father, he
was furious: "If you come any slower, you can collect my corpse!"

"None of our business!" Xu Hongfeng bristled with displeasure, "Blame yourself,
why do you have to mess with these crocodiles when you have nothing better to do? You don't
know that crocodiles are all around here!"
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"I didn't mess with these crocodiles! Grass." The moment he spoke of this matter Xiao Mu held

his tongue, an agitation, blood spat wildly: "Yes, it was that Lin Hao's daughter's summons that

planted the blame on me!"

Xiao Mu informed the father and son of the situation, and the two Xu family

fathers and sons looked at each other as if to say, "Such a foolish batch cannot be wanted, right?
Just this level of intelligence can become something, even a three-year-old child can kill him

almost pit ah."

"Jie Jie ...... quickly save me from going, I know where they are, you guys bring
people to get rid of them." Xiao Mu let out a Yin Jie Jie laugh, his expression was incomparably
maniacal, working with the two Xu family fathers and sons just to deal with Lin Hao: "Remember

to help me dislike that Lin Ruoshi fiercely! The little girl is so cute, a dry punch should make you
cry for a long time! Haha."

Xu Hongfeng didn't want to give a damn about Xiao Mu, what qualifications do
you have to order us around when you're a man who's going to die at any moment?

On the contrary, Xu Buwei knew the priority of the matter and went to

communicate with the two big crocodiles to tell each other the process, both this father and son

had learned to communicate with the crocodile spirit beasts.

With the two big crocodiles explaining and talking, those seven or eight
crocodiles finally let Xiao Mu go and at the same time began to run wildly in the direction Xiao
Mu gave, Xiao Mu was grabbed by Xu Hongfeng and ran onto the back of the big crocodile.



A bumpy journey made the already seriously injured Xiao Mu even more
miserable, spitting blood in big gulps all the way, how miserable!

......

"Xiao shi, where are you? Xiao shi! You don't Aunt Ye Yu ah, don't be naughty,
come out quickly."

"Yes little shi quickly stop playing, don't let uncle Chen Kai worry ah." Chen Kai
also shouted at the top of his lungs, but Chen Kai's voice was a bit like a male duck's voice, hard
to hear and shrill.

When Ye Yu's roast was almost ready, only then was he shocked to find out? Xiyu

closed the masking intention of the ground Shan dye? The four of them were shocked to find out

that Lin Ruoshi and Xiong Er had run off somewhere.

The four were given a fright, if something happened to Lin Ruoshi, they could not
face to see Lin Hao ah.

Zhao Chen spread out, not caring about the danger, and kept looking around for

Lin Ruoshi as he shouted.

Just at this time, Ye Yu noticed movement in the reeds in front of him, as if
something was rushing over at a great speed, but the reeds were taller than a man, so it was
impossible to see clearly what it was.



Ye Yu also did not dare to slow down, scared quickly laid two formations:
"Brother Zhao Chen, Lin Yin you quickly come over, there is movement over here!"

"Don't you come over here ......" Ye Yu's nervous ability was equal to zero, he was
only an illusionary spirit formation master, so he burst back in fright, yet the next moment he was
stunned: "Xiao shi you... . you're scaring auntie to death."

From the reeds came Xiong Er and Lin Ruoshi, Lin Ruoshi was sitting on Xiong
Er's shoulder, while Xiong Er was carrying Lin Ruoshi, holding the little crocodile with a grin on
his face.

Seeing this scene Ye Yu were confused, Zhao Chen and the three of them gathered

over, just ready to make a move, seeing this scene, also a little confused, head a little unable to

turn around.

"Little Shi, how can you be so naughty! Don't you know how dangerous it is

here?" Zhao Chen couldn't help but reprimand Lin Ruoshi loudly, but looking at Lin Ruoshi's
pitiful appearance, and being a little girl of three or four years old, Zhao Chen couldn't bear it in
his heart, and his voice of reprimand was getting smaller and smaller.

"I just saw that this crocodile was a spirit beast, so it must be very delicious to

roast and eat, so I thought I would catch it and share it with my aunt and uncle. Lin Ruoshi was so
aggrieved, and when Zhao Chen and the others saw this, they couldn't bear to reprimand Lin

Ruoshi.



Who let her be so cute!

At that moment, there was a violent commotion in the distance, and even the

reeds started to ripple, as if something huge was coming, and there were quite a few of them.

Immediately afterwards, the angry hissing of crocodiles rang out.

"Damn, it must have alerted the other spirit beasts! This is in big trouble." Zhao
Chen's face changed drastically.

The corners of Chen Kai's mouth twitched and he couldn't help but ask, "Xiao shi,
you, how on earth did you provoke these spirit beasts?"
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"Didn't really provoke it either, I didn't kill this little crocodile, Xiao Mu did, then those eight
crocodiles chased after him, we just picked up this little crocodile by the way." Lin Ruoshi spoke
very innocently, then thought of something: "Right, I think I later saw someone from the Xu

family bring two bigger crocodiles and come over to save Xiao Mu."

"How big?"

"Not much, I guess, probably only about twenty metres." Lin Ruoshi cocked her

head cutely.



"Holy shit!" Zhao Chen's four faces instantly darkened, finished running!

"Run! No, it's too late." Zhao Chen's face was incomparably ugly, the other party
was too close, there was no way to run away, helplessly, Zhao Chen told Ye Yu to hurry up and put
this little crocodile into the Thunder Meteor Space, and at the same time, he told Ye Yu to

eliminate the blood aura on Xiong Er and Lin Ruoshi.

He also set up several concealment formations in quick succession to conceal their
scent and figures.

A short while later, a scene that left Zhao Chen dumbfounded appeared!

The first of the crocodiles to come over were two 20-metre-long crocodiles, their
skin was dark and hard as steel, and they stood up to three metres high, dashing past them like a

whirlwind.

But even faster, they saw the three men on the crocodiles' backs, Xu Hongfeng
and Xu Buwei, and Xiao Mu, who was vomiting blood madly on the crocodiles' backs.

Behind them followed eight more crocodiles, the same group of crocodiles that
had lost their baby crocodile earlier.



Although they were not as good as the two in front of them, they were still really
shocking, with a sense of Godzilla running past in front of them!

Only when you actually faced these behemoths could you feel how huge this thing

really was!

Zhao Chen and the others covered their mouths for fear that they might not be able
to hold back the sound, they were really scared!

Only after these crocodiles had gone far away did the few of them fall to the
ground, drenched in sweat, these spirit beasts were even more mind-blowing than the thunder
beasts in the Thunder Splitting Mountain spirit domain.

"Bastards! This can't be! How can they not be here!"

From afar came Xiao Mu's harsh roar!

"No, they must not have gone far! Quickly get these crocodiles to find them, that's
what I'm working with you for, we mustn't let Lin Hao's daughter leave here alive!"

"You really think you're somebody, don't you?" Xu Hongfeng's face was filled
with displeasure, do you understand that you're now a tiger in a flat sun? So what if you're the
youngest of the Xiao family!



"Alright, stop arguing, our purpose is the same, don't engage in internal fighting at
this time, find Lin Hao's daughter first, whether it's to kill or threaten Lin Hao, it's all good." Xu
Buwei, an old fox, interrupted the argument between the two and began to communicate with the

crocodile leader.

The two sides were not really far apart, so the argument over there was clearly
heard by Zhao Chen and the others, the crocodile was nearby and they did not dare to make a

sound, but all four of them had gloomy faces and their eyes were even more furious and spitting

fire!

Xiao Mu, that bastard, had colluded with the Xu family to deal with Lin Hao, he
deserved to die!

On the other side, Lin Yin had already summoned his battle soldier, carrying his
sniper rifle as his aura began to gather into it.

Chen Kai was so frightened that he hurriedly pulled Lin Yin back, everyone knew
Lin Yin's violent temper, and he was a person who could not tolerate sand in his eyes.

"Lin Yin don't be impulsive, can't do it ah, let that Xiao Mu dazzle for two more

days, our main thing now is to escort the captain's daughter to the captain, finding the captain is
the key ah, the captain is the head of the dragon group, when the time comes, how to clean him up

is not a matter of the captain's words."

Zhao Chen and the others also hastened to discourage them, but Lin Yin still
couldn't swallow her anger: "It's alright, I just need to take advantage of the opportunity to give

that traitor a shot in the head from a distance!"



"Auntie Lin Yin, it's alright, he? What's wrong with him? We haven't succeeded
yet. Besides, I have a way to find dad." Lin Ruoshi suddenly spoke up, causing everyone to jerk
back and look straight at Lin Ruoshi.
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"Psyche, can you really find the captain? Where is the captain?"

Lin Ruoshi shook her head gently, "I don't know, I feel like it's far away from us

here, but I can probably feel it, I felt dad's aura when I came in here, it's just unstable."

With Lin Ruoshi saying this, everyone also put aside the idea of sniping Xiao Mu

for the time being, since there was a way to find Lin Hao, for the sake of safety, they chose to hold
back for the time being and set off on their adventure to find Lin Hao, and the direction they were
heading in was the direction of Gu Yue City.

In Gu Yue City.

Lin Hao's face was getting uglier by the day these days, having searched for

several days but finding nothing, and the search was getting wider and wider, with no news at all.

The more he couldn't find anything, the more anxious Lin Hao became. It was
because of his knowledge of this Spiritual Domain that he understood how dangerous it really was,
and his heart became even more worried about the safety of Lin Ruoshi's mother and daughter.



A Yao also felt Lin Hao's anxiety, plus that dark cloud over Gu Yue City did not

move, A Yao asked Gu Sen to dispatch some of the soldiers of Gu Yue City to cooperate with the

human race in their search, and even more so, through the divine image manifestation, she asked
the nearby ancient god race cities to cooperate with the search, but so far, no news had come.

"Lin Hao, don't be anxious, it should be fine, they should still be considered safe,
the ones who came in with them are the Dragon Group, and in the way you use them, most of the
members of the Dragon Group are already Illusionary Spirit Battle Masters." Yun Feng could see

Lin Hao's anxiety and tried to find ways to relieve him.

"It's not a good thing to go so long without news."

A Yao's voice sounded outside the door as the haze lit up and Goddess A Yao

stepped out from the haze, "Besides, if there's no news for so long, it's highly likely that they've
been teleported out with it, the cities within this Spirit Domain are not all controlled by our

Ancient God Clan, if they're controlled by the Spirit Beast Clan, it would be dangerous."

"If you know how to talk, say more!" Lin Hao raised his head and angrily disliked
him, damn it, if you can't talk, shut up will you?

We're already in a hurry, and you're throwing cold water on us!

Ah Yao wanted to say something else, but when she saw Lin Hao's angry
expression, she hurriedly shut her mouth and shoved a seven-coloured jewel at Lin Hao: "Put your



essence blood into it, it can sense the location of your next of kin's bloodline, remember to return

it to me after using it, it's a divine stone from the Heavenly God Hall, it's very precious."

Lin Hao glanced at Ah Yao's departing back and quickly withdrew his gaze, his
eyes fixed deadly on the seven-coloured divine stone in his hand, without hesitation, his thoughts
moved, a tiny sword Qi crossed his fingertips, a few drops of blood fell on the seven-coloured
divine stone, the blood was absorbed the moment it touched the divine stone, while the divine
stone began to blossom with a dazzling light, at the same time connecting with Lin Hao's heart
and soul.

In an instant, Lin Hao's divine mind became extremely powerful, expanding out
with the divine mind fluctuations of the seven-coloured divine stone, after about two hours, Lin
Hao violently spurted out a mouthful of blood, his divine soul trembling, the consumption of his
divine mind was too terrifying!

"Is everything alright Lin Hao." Yun Feng hurriedly held Lin Hao, a powerful
spiritual qi was injected into Lin Hao's body, just the damage to the divine soul, there was no way
for the spiritual qi to repair it.

Lin Hao slowed down and waved his hand, "It's useless, it's the divine thoughts
that are too severely consumed, they need to be repaired slowly by themselves."

"I've already found out where they are, it's just that, something is strange. Xie Yan
and Xiao Shi seem to be separated." Lin Hao sensed the location of the two of them.



However, the sense for Shen Xiyan was very weak and seemed to be far away,
while the sense for Lin Ruoshi was very obvious, and Lin Hao was able to sense that Lin Ruoshi

seemed to be heading towards Gu Yue City as well.

Could it be that Xiao shi had sensed him as well?

"It should be that the teleportation is getting more and more random as it goes."
Lin Hao sighed, no matter so much, find his daughter first!

"Yun Clan Master, are you staying here, or are you joining me?"

Lin Hao decided to leave, and as for them, the Yun family, Lin Hao didn't force
himself and gave the other side a choice.

"Naturally, we will go wherever you go, Lin Hao." Yun Feng? Flicking his hand

and serving the land Lu Yi? Lightly smiled.
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Lin Hao smiled, packed up a little, and left a letter to Feng Yue, along with some modern things
before leaving without a sound.

But to Lin Hao's surprise, at the city gate, he ran into Ah Yao, and looking at her,
it seemed that she had been waiting for them for a long time.



Lin Hao frowned, "You're stopping me?"

"Why am I stopping you, I just got word that a Yin Dragon Pool has appeared over
in the Black Lands, I'm going to check it out, it seems like we should, probably, probably make
our way there." Ah Yao shook her head gently.

The Yin Dragon Pool?

Down the road?

Lin Hao hadn't even told the other party where he was going, so how did she

know?

Lin Hao didn't refuse, Yun Feng and him could travel through the air, but the rest
of the Yun family couldn't, so with Ah Yao leading them, it was quick.

The seven-coloured haze enveloped several people, and in an instant they were

dozens of miles away, shrinking into an inch of speed, even fiercer than flying a plane.

"Actually, I'm on my way to pick up your family with you, I want to meet your
daughter too." Ah Yao told Lin Hao only on the way, when Lin Hao used the seven-coloured
divine stone to release his divine thoughts, Ah Yao sensed something and also incorporated a trace
of divine thoughts, thus sensing the general direction of this Lin Ruoshi.



"So going to the Yin Dragon Pond was just an excuse?" Lin Hao raised his

eyebrows.

"That's not true, look, here it is." Ah Yao stopped and waved her hand to withdraw
the haze around her body.

Hiss~!

Just as the haze light was withdrawn, the crowd couldn't help but suck in a breath
of cold air backwards, this was too cold, the breath exhaled turned into ice crumbs falling in

droves in a flash.

This is a pool of water, say a pool of water more like a lake, the lake is as black as
ink, as if poured full of ink, a trace of black gas in the carbon water floating.

This pool of stagnant water was cold and biting, it didn't even look like there were
any living beings, the lake was surrounded by bare desolation, it was like this place had become

a no-go area for life!

"Something's wrong, why does this aura feel so familiar to me?" Lin Hao's
expression gradually became grave, I'm afraid this isn't an ordinary Yin Dragon Pond!



"Things are in trouble now!" Ah Yao's face was pale, "This isn't the stagnant water
formed by the Yin Dragon Pool at all, this is the water of the River Styx!"

"Isn't the River Styx water blood red?" Lin Hao was stunned.

Ah Yao also froze for a moment, "You've seen the River Styx?"

"Perhaps, the River Styx I've seen is different from the River Styx you're talking
about, after all, I've had several friendly exchanges with Meng in front of that Nai He Bridge." Lin
Hao laughed awkwardly.

"I see, what you saw was a small tributary of the River Styx, that tributary was
indeed blood red, the main river of the River Styx is this colour, you should have been inside the
Underworld Spiritual Domain to go in." Ah Yao also explained that the Underworld Spiritual

Domain was also the Thunder Split Mountain Spiritual Domain that Lin Hao and the others had
entered.

Lin Hao nodded and understood why Ah Yao's face was so ugly.

The water from the main river of the Underworld River had reached here, so
didn't that mean that the Underworld Ancient Clan could also come out through this river?

"Isn't it, won't we know if we take a look?" Lin Hao condensed a thunderous

sword intent into a sword, its body flickering with thunder.



"Four directions of heavenly thunder, listen to my command!"

Ka-ching!

Boom? Paochai xi'er shashan yi shan?!

An amazing thunderclap rang out in all directions, and a dark cloud converged

rapidly from all directions. The thunder in all directions converged, and the lightning flashed,
illuminating the sky, and even from a distance one could see the appalling lightning.

With the appearance of these overwhelming thunder rays, the black Qi escaping

from the black earth's underwater lakes dissipated considerably, as if they had encountered a

natural enemy and retreated one after another.

Ah Yao looked at Lin Hao in astonishment, "You actually instantly used your sea

of consciousness as the eye of the formation and set up a circumstantial four directions lightning
attraction formation!"

Clap!

The lake that was originally like a pool of stagnant water suddenly appeared in
huge ripples, the surrounding temperature once again began to drop continuously, countless dark



Yin Qi rushed out from the lake, even the dense thunder in the air couldn't suppress the escape of
these Yin Qi anymore.

"Not good, something is coming out." Ah Yao's face changed slightly as haze

surrounded her body, one inscription all blossomed with a six-coloured light, and her aura began
to climb until it stayed at the terrifying realm of a fifth grade late stage Illusionary Spirit Master.
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Lin Hao bristled, aren't you talking nonsense, how obvious is this?

But the terrifying aura on Ah Yao's body also scared Lin Hao, no wonder she was
able to become a goddess, her strength is really not a cover!

"You deal with it, I'll swipe the formation for you!" After saying that Lin Hao
didn't hesitate to turn around and slip a few hundred meters away, Ah Yao's aura was very strong,
but the aura emanating from under that lake was not weaker than Ah Yao at all.

"Hey, can you have some manners, don't be so obvious even if you admit
weakness, leave me here as a weak woman." Ah Yao was so angry that she stomped her foot in the
void, this bastard slipped away faster than a rabbit, don't be so shameless.

Lin Hao was full of concern, cut, how much is poise worth?



Besides, if you are a weak woman with such terrifying strength, then isn't he Lin
Hao nothing?

Boom!

A plutonic water pillar shot up into the sky, as thick as two people's arms, black
and straight into the sky like a black pillar of thunder meteor.

The black water pillar seemed to barrel out a hole in the sky, and the converging

thunder formation was shattered, causing Lin Hao to spurt out a mouthful of blood and burst back
a hundred metres again.

Lin Hao wiped a handful of blood from the corner of his mouth, horrified, what
the hell?

Without even seeing his true self, it had already caused him to suffer from a

considerable injury, and the aura of his sea of consciousness was all a little disordered.

"Lin Hao, are you alright." Ah Yao didn't even turn around to feel that Lin Hao was
injured, Ah Yao's face stared intensely down at the lake, her perimeter staff was also summoned,
what was in this lake was something that even Ah Yao felt tricky.

The black pillar of water quickly fell, turning into droplets that spilled onto the

lake, fusing into one with the water, then the water surged violently once again, a long worm
rushed out from the lake, the huge eyes, staring coldly at Ah Yao.



"This is a long worm that's ready to transform into a dragon!" Lin Hao was
shocked as he watched this scene, dragons had always been the most mysterious existence in

China, and even more so, the totem of China.

But Lin Hao had never seen one before, and he never expected to see a jiao that

had not yet transformed into a dragon this time.

It was just a bit of a reversal of Lin Hao's perception, this Jiao dragon had a

dragon's horn on its head, and because it had not really transformed into a dragon, it had no feet,
it was just a long worm with a dragon's horn.

The length of the long worm alone was about ten metres, and its body was two

metres wide, and it was shrouded in ghostly blackness, with the white bones faintly visible.

Yin dragon pool, although there is no real dragon, but there is a ? Serving

yisanzhai yisanai di? head of a dragon.

Roar!

The dragon roared at Ah Yao in the air, but it did not sound like a real dragon's
roar.



And there was an aura on Ah Yao that it was extremely disgusted by, and Ah Yao

was equally very disgusted by the Yin Qi on this dragon, which made her feel instinctively
disgusted and hateful.

Poof!

The dragon opened its mouth and attacked, spewing out a bucket-thick black

flame that went straight at Ah Yao, causing the space around it to shatter and surge.

Ah Yao's body flickered and continued to rise into the air, waving her staff in her
hand repeatedly as divine light appeared!

Stars descended from the sky!

A huge, dazzling star descended from the sky in flaming light, crashing down
with a raging aura, its power continuing to increase as it descended.

The black flames collided with the huge meteorite and an earth-shattering roar
erupted. The black flames destroyed a meteorite, and the speed was still not slow in attacking

towards Ah Yao.

The staff in Ah Yao's hand waved again, and more meteorites pounded towards

the black flame.



Seeing this, the dragon opened its mouth and spewed out more black flames, a
black flame-throwing pillar like a huge black pillar, trying to pierce the sky!

Lin Hao was directly lifted out by the aftermath of the battle. He had wanted to go
up to the battlefield or take advantage of the opportunity to sneak up on the dragon, but who knew
that he would not even be qualified to get close to a battle between such a level of power!
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The two sides had already exchanged hundreds of strokes in the light of day, and Ah Yao's
situation slowly began to be disadvantaged, wounded, her divine blood escaping into the

surrounding space, quickly being corrupted and contaminated by the Yin Qi, turning into the
power of the dragon.

This was the dragon's territory, and the power of the entire Yin Dragon Pond was
able to be used for it, and on the contrary, Ah Yao's situation became more and more dangerous.

"Lin Hao, what are you still standing there for, help!" Ah Yao's heart was
incredibly anxious, did she have to use that move? If she still couldn't win after using that move,
she would be finished, so she couldn't help but turn around and shout angrily at Lin Hao who was

hiding far away.

Ah Yao was fighting alone and was badly injured, but when she turned around and
found Lin Hao hiding far away watching the show, she was almost so angry that her breath
became unstable and she was directly infuriated and suffered internal injuries.



Lin Hao cursed in his heart, "You gods are fighting, why are you greeting me, a
small shrimp?

But since Ah Yao had already spoken, Lin Hao couldn't stop watching the show.

Gritting his teeth, his sword intent gathered around his body, the aura within his
sea of consciousness covered his entire body, and the thunder origin merged into the aura.

"Sword Qi Strangulation!" Lin Hao drew a circle with his right hand, forming a
light in front of his body, his body kept moving but just didn't get close, but while moving he
kept adjusting the tricky angle, from inside the circle of light a constant stream of sword qi sped

out in a dense manner.

These sword qi were all made from dense spiritual qi, containing the aura of
thunder origin, and there were flashes of thunder around them, which converged to form a thunder

dragon around the sword!

Swoosh, swoosh, swoosh!

Lin Hao kept moving and changing his position to find the best output position,
just like the King's Pesticide's Ying Zheng.

Lin Hao's attacks couldn't do much damage to the dragon, even if it was the most
restrained thunder attribute.



But it couldn't help that Lin Hao's attacks were so dense and numerous that it

critically affected Jiaolong's ability to do battle with Ah Yao.

"Roar! Damn human, you're looking for death!"

Lin Hao's attacks were not very damaging, but they were extremely insulting, so
much so that the dragon roared in anger, directly forcing his opponent to spit out human words, of
course, speaking the language of this spirit world.

The dragon's mouth opened wide in anger and a mouthful of black flames

sprayed towards Lin Hao.

"Come here!" Lin Hao laughed heatedly and hooked his finger towards his

opponent to continue provoking him, then with a thunderous flash, he dodged his opponent's
black inflammation attack.

This caused the dragon to roar in anger, so angry that he wanted to swallow Lin

Hao alive in one bite!

Because of such a distraction, it allowed Ah Yao to wave her staff and drop several
stellar lights, hitting the jiao dragon hard, bending it over and collapsing much of the Yin Qi on its
body with a bang.



The dragon screamed in pain, Lin Hao's attack could not hurt him, but Ah Yao's
attack would actually hurt him.

The dragon roared and turned back to dislike Ah Yao again, but Ah Yao had
learned to be wise and kept moving and flickering, not fighting hard, but waving her staff from
afar and kiting her opponent.

And a look at the augmented dragon does not give a damn about himself, Lin Hao
how can let the other side do so, and is countless sword qi towards the augmented dragon fly,
clanking strikes on the augmented dragon body, all? The actual a lot of people are not going to be

able to get a lot of money for a lot of people. The fire is dry and sparks are flying.

The dragon was so angry that he turned around and chased Lin Hao, who ran away
again, and A Yao stole the blood bar behind him, so that the dragon did not die on the spot.

The actual fact is that you'll be able to get a lot more than just a few of these.

The dragon was really pushed, this is where he has been training for thousands of
years, this suddenly ran two people to disturb his training, not to mention, also so shameless.

The dragon roared to the heavens and the whole pond boiled over, sending up
huge waves and a surging sound, like the sudden release of a rushing river!



The surrounding air was filled with a dense Yin Qi, the temperature had dropped

to a terrifying level, and Lin Hao's speed of prancing in the air all began to plummet, as if the
space around this was going to be frozen.

Chapter 2068

"Damn, this guy has tapped into the will of the River Styx!" Ah Yao was also taken aback by the

scene before her, this ghostly thing seemed to have cultivated in this Yin Dragon Pond for quite a
few years, to be able to use part of the will of the River Styx as a means of attack!

Rumble!

The entire Yin Dragon Pool was carrying the will of the River Styx, defying
common sense it rose up into the sky like an open floodgate rushing towards Ah Yao in the air,
and this monstrous wave covered the entire area of the Yin Dragon Pool, Ah Yao couldn't even run
if she wanted to!

Lin Hao was not in the range of the attack because he had been distanced all along,
but once this monstrous black wave came out, Lin Hao's body was completely frozen, unable to
move, and his aura could hardly function, so he could not maintain the air.

Six-coloured haze light shielded Ah Yao around his body, holding the staff with
both hands, then closed his eyes with a devout expression, before being submerged in the waters
of the River Styx.



"This is the end." Lin Hao's heart was half cold when he saw this scene, who would
have thought that this long worm still kept this hand, to say that the old yinbi was still no match

for this long worm.

Just when Lin Hao thought that Ah Yao was completely finished, a divine light
descended from the sky and entered the water of the River Styx.

Buzz!

The black water trembled, and the haze carried Ah Yao out of the range of that

monstrous river Styx water, Ah Yao held her staff and prayed in a reverent low voice, murmuring
softly, speaking an incantation that Lin Hao could not understand at all, and as her voice rang out,
the haze around her, the inscriptions all blossomed with a terrifying will!

The roar of a great river was incessant, rolling waves of Qi swept out, those waters
of the River Styx were directly washed away and collapsed, a seven-coloured river was like the

waters of the sky being drawn down from the heavens above.

The heavenly haze directly broke through the water of the River Styx, and
everywhere it reached, the water of the River Styx was annihilated and dissipated, not even a trace
of Yin Qi could escape!

"This is the ...... water of the River of Heaven?" Lin Hao looked dumbfounded,
the river water of the underworld was not at all on the same level, easily and directly defeated by

the water of the heavenly river, the seven-coloured haze of the river water, shimmering in the

sunlight like a rainbow descending from the sky, beautiful and sacred!



The dragon looked terrified and was about to dive into the Yin Dragon Pool to
hide, but was ultimately too slow and was directly swept away by the seven-coloured river water
for most of its body? The dragon was too slow to hide.

Ow howl howl! (. Д.)!

The pain was so severe that the dragon let out a miserable scream, a terrifying
scream that formed a terrifying wave of sound that swept around.

The dragon was even more miserable as it was washed away by the colourful river,
its scales falling off piece by piece and its Yin Qi evaporating and dissipating.

The upper half of the dragon's body fell with a bang, its head hitting the ground at
the edge of the Dragon Pond, while most of its body was immersed in the water of the Dragon

Pond.

The Yin Dragon Pond returned to peace and the seven-coloured river water quietly
dissipated.

"Holy shit! So vicious!" Lin Hao was shocked to find that the space where the

seven-coloured river water had fallen was all reduced to nothingness, that area was the edge of
broken space, the disordered spatial turbulence flickering with various lights, even from a

distance of a few hundred metres, Lin Hao could feel that space explode with an amazing tearing

force!



Lin Hao even had the illusion that even a terrifying Illusionary Spirit Battle Master
like Ah Yao would be instantly crushed if he was caught in it!

"No wonder this Ah Yao is reluctant to use this move." Lin Hao was still wondering
why he had waited until he was about to die to use it when he should have used it long ago!

The reason for this was in the shattered space, Ah Yao had won, but it had also

created a two hundred meter wide gap in the shattered space, a gap that could be seen on closer

inspection, the shattered space was recovering, but the speed of recovery could not keep up with

the speed of the spatial turbulence tearing and shattering, the gap was expanding at a slow speed.

Bang!

It was as if something had fallen down.

Lin Hao snapped back to his senses and slapped his head, but he ended up getting
hurt himself, the slap almost didn't dry himself up.
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Lin Hao quickly ran over to the one who had just fallen down, it was none other than Ah Yao.



Ah Yao smashed to the ground, her breath was weak and her face was as pale as

paper, her condition looked very bad.

Lin Hao checked Ah Yao's body condition, fortunately, it seemed that she had

used some kind of forbidden technique, thus causing her breath to be somewhat disturbed and

impacting her internal organs with injuries, but it wasn't serious.

"It's over, this is cold." Lin Hao shook his head with a helpless look of sadness and
said sincerely, "Don't worry, on this day next year, I will definitely burn paper for you, by the
way, I don't think you have a man yet. I'll burn a husband over to you, and if one isn't enough,
I'll burn you a few more."

"By the way, what kind do you want, forget it, you're hanging anyway, I'll burn
you one just the same, take your pick."

"Get the hell out of here! If you don't believe me, I'll lift the ban and jump up and
kick you to death right now!" Ah Yao had just woken up leisurely when she heard this bastard's
words, the repercussions of unlocking the ban hadn't sent her away, good lord, these two words
from Lin Hao had almost sent her away instead.

Ah Yao looked angry and glared at Lin Hao, she had just forcibly unblocked the

Misty Forbidden Land, allowing her strength to return to 70% of her peak state, directly
exploding to the strength of a sixth grade Illusionary Spirit Master, and even invoking the will of
the divine River to wash away this dragon, but it had also caused her a considerable backlash.

The reason why Ah Yao did not dare to unblock it easily was not because she was
afraid of the repercussions, but because she was afraid of collapsing the space around her and



getting caught in the spatial turbulence, even if she was in her prime, she would not be able to

survive.

"Yah, awake." Lin Hao pretended to be startled and patted his chest with a look of
fear, "Hey, I was scared to death, I thought you had just been smashed to death."

Ah Yao was so angry at Lin Hao that her aura was not working well around her, a
mouthful of blood was rushing to her throat, Ah Yao casually picked up a stone and ruthlessly

smashed it towards Lin Hao, "Get lost!"

Lin Hao laughed and dodged the stone that came hurtling towards him, not
disturbing Ah Yao's recovery any further, instead he stared at the dragon's head that was lying

next to the pool of water.

Sword intent!

Lin Hao surrounded himself with a sharp sword intent, followed by a sword qi

around his body, just in case this thing wasn't dead and gave him a steal and it would be over.

Man and sword in one!

Lin Hao used his sword light to become one and struck down on the head of the
dragon.



It was only when the dragon's head was split in half that Lin Hao put his mind at

ease. It was no wonder that Lin Hao was so careful, after all, snakes can bite even if they are dead,
and even snakes that have been running in wine for a few years can hurt people, so it is always
right to be careful.

Lin Hao split open the head of the dragon, a black and round bead, about the size
of a fist, rolled out of the dragon's head in a bone-shaking manner.

When Lin Hao got close, he actually felt a hint of warmth, which was strange.

This thing should be a dragon pearl, right, or more precisely it should be the spirit
core of a spiritual beast, where this augur's lifelong cultivation was located? Flicking it away from

the ground? The beads are not only for the purpose of the game, but also for the purpose of the
game.

The beads were warm and round in the hand, and the spiritual qi in the body

surprisingly surged up even more, constantly reinforcing Lin Hao's meridians while constantly
widening them.

This was a powerful aid to cultivation.

Lin Hao cut off the pair of dragon horns, which were crystal clear, emitting a jade
luster and a faint haze of light, so they were not ordinary at first glance, so it would be good to go

back and polish them to make a hairpin for Xiyan.



As for the rest of the dragon bones, Lin Hao didn't let go of them either. The
bones were incomparably glorious, also with a jade-like luster, and contained a dense spiritual

energy, as well as a divine effect of increasing cultivation speed.

"You're really not picky, why don't you just move the entire bones of this dragon
back?" Ah Yao's voice rang out from behind Lin Hao.

"Good idea!" Lin Hao snapped his fingers and directly took the entire dragon bone
of the Jiao dragon into the Thunder Space, as his strength increased, the Thunder Space within his
Sea of Consciousness had also expanded to a hundred square feet, so it was no problem at all to

put this thing in.

Chapter 2070

The corners of Ah Yao's mouth twitched, asking you to put it away, you really did.

Ah Yao extended her right hand towards Lin Hao and spread her palm.

"Well done." Lin Hao extended his hand and smiled as he shook hands with Ah

Yao, then quickly let go.

"Who wants to shake hands with you, give me the dragon pearl!" Ah Yao's face
darkened, are you afraid you've misunderstood something?



"Dragon pearl? What dragon pearl, I just didn't see it." Lin Hao had an innocent

face.

Ah Yao was furious, your cheek is really thick, "Can you be thicker, I killed this

dragon, I can give you everything else, but the dragon pearl must be given to me!"

"Thick-skinned and well-fed. If I say I've never seen one, I've never seen one."
Lin Hao grinned.

This should be good to give to Xiao shi, right?

"You ...... went too far." Ah Yao was so angry that she stomped her foot,
seemingly really angry.

Lin Hao smiled as he took out the fist-sized, black dragon pearl and tossed it to

Ah Yao, "Here, you're the only one who can take out something that came into my Lin Pai Pi's
hands again."

"That's more like it." Ah Yao's expression eased a little and casually put the

dragon pearl away.

Lin Hao was confused at the sight: "No, this thing doesn't look like you're looking
at it much, what do you have to take it back for?"



"What do you care about me, the dragon I killed with my ability, the share that
belongs to me is mine, no one can take it away." Ah Yao grunted her nose and did not explain.

"Lin family master, are you all right?" A few of Yun Feng's men walked over with
pale faces and wretched faces as they held each other up.

"Cough, cough, no, it's fine." Lin Hao was so embarrassed, he had just gotten so

high that he had completely forgotten about Yun Feng and the seven of them, who had fainted

under the aftershocks of the first wave of collision between Ah Yao and the dragon.

Relatively speaking, they had done nothing, but they were the ones who were
most seriously injured.

The threat of this Yin Dragon Pond was lifted for the time being, but Ah Yao
suggested blocking off this space, lest more monsters of the Underworld Ancient Clan rush out

through this exit.

Yun Feng and the others also needed to heal, and Lin Hao didn't refuse. Lin Hao
was responsible for setting up the formation, while Ah Yao took that dragon pearl and dived head

first into the Yin Dragon Pool.

Lin Hao was so scared that his eyelids jumped wildly, should he be so reckless?



For the next two days, Ah Yao searched the Yin Dragon Pool for several hours

every day, while Lin Hao carved inscription formations around the pool, which was harmoniously
busy.

"Lin Hao, what do you think this is?"

On the third day, Ah Yao came up from the Yin Dragon Pool again, holding a
horrible grass in her hand and came to Lin Hao.

"Crap, what is this?" Lin Hao was concentrating on his seal inscription, when he
glanced back and was scared enough.

Ah Yao was holding a 30 to 40 centimetre tall, horrible little grass with an eerie
green glow, the grass had seven leaves, each one half the size of a palm, and the horrible thing

was that each leaf had a human face on it, each face was different for men, women and children,
but each face was incomparably realistic and hideous.

"Quick, eat it." Ah Yao urged anxiously, "It's about to expire!"

Ha?

Lin Hao was terrified, you did that on purpose, didn't you?



Lin Hao resolutely refused, waving his hand, "No, no, I really don't want this
face."

"I refuse, I won't eat it!"

"Eat it!"

Ah Yao had a taut face, looking incomparably serious, how could she look so

similar to a wicked woman who wanted to force a weak woman to drink abortion pills!

It was that this wicked woman was a little prettier and looked a little younger.

Lin Hao shook his head in a hurry, eat a hammer, just kidding!

Can't you see the human faces staring at him with a grin, eating this stuff and
getting on? The first thing you need to do is to take a look at it. The breath that surged in the face
made Lin Hao very uncomfortable, eat the hell out of it!

Don't say that, eating this is no different from eating a ghost!

Lin Hao's head shook like a rattle: "I'm not eating it, I just took the dragon pearl,
besides I gave it to you, you don't have to be so deliberately vindictive!"
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